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A membrane system Π of degree m ≥ 1 (or P system for short) [3] is a con-
struct Π = 〈U, µ,w1, . . . , wm, R1, . . . , Rm〉. Membranes delimit regions w1, . . . , wm

separating �inside� from �outside�. Regions are arranged in a hierarchical structure
µ, and represented by multisets over a �nite alphabet U . Regions are endowed with
two sets of rules, evolution rules R1, . . . , Ri and communication rules Ri+1, . . . , Rm.

Computation in membrane systems means the executions of these rules in max-
imal parallel manner. In [1], boundaries of regions as multisets were proposed.
Membrane calculations can be controlled by the help of these boundaries [2].

Let U be a nonempty �nite set of objects. A multiset or mset M over U is rep-
resented by a total functionM : U → N∪{∞}. After de�ned usual generalizations
of basic set�theoretical relations and operations for multisets, additional multiset
relations and operations will be de�ned concerning membrane calculations.

Calculations with multisets have large computation needs. There are software
packages, programming languages and computer algebra systems, which encourage
basic multiset operations. However, they do not give any means for calculating
in membrane systems. The goal of this study is to outline an abstract model for
managing multisets mainly keeping membrane system calculations in view.
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